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Introduction
Congratulations!

You've decided to sell your home. While

this may present as a time of anxiety or

stress, Don't worry! we've got you

covered. We have lots of helpful hints

and tips to get your home not only

ready for photographers but for

viewings too. 

We know from experience that the

better your home looks and feels when

potential buyers come to view, the

more likely you are to get an asking

price offer.

For many people, the decision about

whether to buy a home is an emotional

one, and we’ve found that, more often

than not, they make that decision very

quickly. By the time buyers see your

home in person, they already know the

size, layout and location, and the

photos have been enticing enough for

them to book the viewing. 

So  to help you get to that stage we've

put together this handy guide. It

contains lots of helpful insider hints

and tips in an easy to read format.

We hope that this can ease your mind

and help you get the best possible price

for your home.

REBECCA MCGETRICK

MARKETING EDITOR

H O M E  M A G A Z I N E



When you’re selling a home, you’re
selling a lifestyle, so think about what

little touches will help people feel
good about the space and make them

want to spend time there. Candles,
flowers, high-end magazines and

pretty soft furnishings work well in
reception rooms and bedrooms, while
a fruit bowl and some fresh herbs will

add life to the kitchen.

 H O T - T I P  # 1

Have the interior photographed when there’s maximum

daylight outside so the sun streams in through the

windows, really boosting the natural brightness of your

rooms. And if you’ve got a patio, balcony or terrace, open

the doors and have a shot taken looking either inwards or

outwards – it can create a really captivating image, with a

hint of ‘summer holiday villa’, which could be hugely

appealing to many buyers.

Preparing for Photographers



4 TOP TIPS

Make your house
sparkle

Best time of the day for
photos.

In the middle of the day, in bright sunshine. If you’ve got a good-

sized garden, a shot from the end – front or back – looking

towards your home and taking in the lush colours of the trees,

flowers and shrubs can look beautiful.

On a clear evening, around sunset. A mid-length shot of the front

or back against the twilight sky, with exterior and interior lights

on, can be quite stunning.

1.

2.

The outdoors
Styling is just as important for the outside

of your home as the inside, so think about

things you could do to show off how you

enjoy the garden. If you already have garden

furniture, great; if you don’t, then it might be

beneficial to buy a reasonably-priced table

and some chairs, as that can really help set

the ‘lifestyle’ scene outside when the

photographers are staging their shots.

Clean and Tidy!
Make sure your house is looking its best for when the  photographers

arrive. Clean from top to bottom and put away any unnecessary

items. Clear your kitchen counters and add some pretty potted plants

or a vase of flowers.

If a room is particularly cluttered clear as much as you can to a shed

or attic or maybe even pack some bags for a charity shop.

The glass surfaces in your home should be

gleaming before your photographers arrive. 

It might be worth having the windows and glazed

doors professionally cleaned inside and outside

before you put your home on the market and

perhaps periodically until you secure a buyer.



The  marketing photos are one of the key aspects

that help to secure viewings, and that specific

look is what your buyers will expect to see. So,

while your home is listed for sale, the closer you

can keep it looking to the images online, the

better.

Nevertheless, no matter how neat and tidy you

are, there are always those last-minute tweaks

and little jobs that need to be done before a

viewing. So here’s our handy checklist of 5 simple

steps to ensure your home is perfectly prepared

to welcome what could be your dream buyer:

1: 

Try to ensure there’s somewhere for people to

park their car, even if it means moving your own

fifteen minutes before the viewing. Make sure

the path to the front door is clear, the garden

looks tidy and you have some welcoming potted

plants at the entrance.

2:

Don’t forget the door itself – give it a wipe down,

clean the handle and letterbox – and check that

any outside lights are working properly.

3:

Check how the ‘For Sale’ board looks – is it clean

and straight? If there’s any damage, let your

agent know right away and they can arrange for it

to be replaced.

4:

If you can get used to living in a clutter-free way

and manage to stay on top of the housework then

it should be easier to prepare for viewings.

5:

Fresh baking really does work!

It may sound like a cliché, but the smell of home

baking really does appeal to buyers.

Preparing
for
Viewings



MARKETING

Communication

Local marketing
Signboard

Office Window display

Contact our VIP Members club

database of buyers.

Structuring the sale
• Carefully review and present all offers for your

consideration

• Use unique and specialized sales approach in

negotiations to optimize the overall outcome of your sale 

• Qualify the prospective buyers to be sure they are able

to purchase your property 

• Prepare a strong response or acceptance to create a

solid transaction that will close on time with no surprises

When you sell with Byrne Malone you wont have to sit and

wonder how your home sale is progressing. Our agents are

in regular contact with you to ensure you're fully up to

date on all progress made including:
• Send a link to the advertisements for your approval as well

as videos etc

• E-mail you or call with direct feedback on all viewings and

market sentiment

• Constantly review our marketing strategy and adjust as

needed to get your home sold



Facebook and Instagram
At Byrne Malone we will run an extensive social media campaign promoting your

property. Each bespoke ad will run with a combination of photos on a video reel and is

created specifically for your home. 

We monitor the performance of each ad and can create other promo posts to help

showcase your home in its very best light.

We also promote each ad on our Facebook and Instagram stories. Our Instagram page

reaches up to 4000 other accounts per month and our Facebook page can reach up to

2000 people per month. Our Facebook and Instagram pages are very active and

engaging and are updated on a daily bases.

Please scan the QR code to see a recent example of our video reels:

 

Social
Media
Marketing



Online Marketing 

Our online marketing campaign is vital to the success of

any sale and to that end we use Daft.ie and MyHome.ie as

well as 7 other sites including byrnemalone.ie. 

We ensure photos are high end and professional, our

twilight photography has become increasingly popular in

recent times with many home owners opting to

commission this for their home.

 

We also direct our in-house marketing team to create a

bespoke logo for your home which will be carried across

all marketing campaigns.

Please scan the QR code to see a recent example of our

bespoke logos:

 

VIP Members Database

At Byrne Malone we maintain a fully GDPR compliant

database of VIP buyers ready to buy your home!

We recently launched our VIP members club and it has

been a huge success. We have members joining every day

and we now have a substantial database of members.

Each member is contacted through email before a home

goes to market and offered an early viewing, sometimes

this means a home may sell before it is even advertised

on Daft or Myhome!

We also have an extensive list of buyers from previous

sales who we can contact as the marketing campaign

progresses. 

Digital
Marketing



Transactions
and Sales

H O M E  M A G A Z I N E

Transaction management 

• Manage all the details of your sale 

• Liaise with all parties to ensure the sale is progressing 

• Arrange for the property survey access and valuation access 

• Stay on top of all other matters to be sure your property sale closes on time and is hassle    

 free 

Service after the sale 

• Arrange for your net proceeds to be paid into your bank account, (if you prefer) 

• Review the final closing statement for accuracy 

• Provide you an e-mail document containing all your real estate transaction documents. This

is a valuable reference for the future.



byrnemalone.ie
PSRA Registration No: 004197

We hope you enjoyed reading Home

magazine and that you gained some

helpful insights on how to stage your

home for Photographers and Viewings

and also our Marketing processes. If

you need any further information don't

hesitate to contact us.


